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Information ﬂow scares cults. TPM is no diﬀerent from the others in this cult league. They
would go to any extent to make their mess look like a defaming exercise by an enemy. They
indulge in theocratic warfare to cover-up their stink. Theocratic Warfare is a terminology
commonly used in Jehovah’s Witnesses Circle. However, this technique is employed in
diﬀerent cults and religions including TPM. In Islam, this same thing is called Taqiyya. In
short, it is “Lying to cover up the truth“.
In TPM, it is justiﬁed to lie and feign ignorance to cover up for the Organization. Truth takes a
back seat when their Holy Cow(TPM Organization) is in the focus. Their ignorant believers are
blinded in such a way that they will ignore the obvious even when seen in broad daylight.
This is not a new technique in TPM. It has been employed for many years as far as I can
recollect. When we were teenagers in TPM and worker sisters used to visit our home, my
mom would inquire about various TPM ministers she knew. Once in a while, these sisters
would say that the said minister has moved SOUTH. So as we were in North India, we would
assume that the said minister had been transferred to some South Indian Centre. It was later
only understood by us that their “SOUTH GOING” actually meant that the person left the
Ministry. Remember, that we were quite a good family and my dad used to pay them the
monthly tithe faithfully. However, they never considered us as a part of them. They wanted
our money but not us. Over the years, TPM has not changed a bit. Rather they have become
more controlling of their information ﬂow. They know these pieces of information will create
huge dents into their false propagation of being Apostles and Saints perfecting the Church of
Christ.
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They claim to dwell in Zion but has no truth Within.

O LORD, who may abide in Your tent? Who may dwell on Your holy hill (ZION)? The one
whose walk is blameless, who does what is righteous, who speaks the truth from their
heart;
Psalm 15:1-2
5

And in their mouth was found no guile: for they are without fault before the throne of
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God. Revelation 14:5
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The Mind Control

These TPM Ministers who indulge in the Theocratic Warfare(propagating lies) are totally
deceived by their leaders and the environment they are in. They are convinced that any
disrepute to TPM is a disrepute to Jesus Christ. This is because they also think that the
Organization of TPM is THE CHURCH OF GOD. We all know, their teaching says that all other
Christian Denominations are false systems which do not teach the Doctrine of Perfection
as intended by God.
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while evildoers and impostors will go from bad to worse, deceiving and being deceived. 2
Timothy 3:13
I have been asking my local ministers about certain incidents which have been happening in
TPM since few months. Of course, they are of the opinion that I am an innocent brainwashed
believer who believes all their sermons and is a controlled person. They told me that
Kanagaraj died of a heart attack. When asked further, he wanted to change the topic and
take me to a diﬀerent direction. Similarly, the believers are made to believe that there is a
malicious attack on Pastor Sunny by devious people. Hence he has been transferred to
Trichur for lesser visibility to avoid attacks.
Recently there was a commentator by name RG who launched a tirade against this website
and was very upset with the exposure of Pastor Sunny’s adventures. I could not help but note
one important thing which he was repeating. He was upset that we were EXPOSING TPM. He
was not upset that such a thing has happened in TPM. But his problem was with us telling it
as it is.
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Why Can’t TPM Stand the Truth?

This is a question which many people fail to ask. I would like to proclaim the reason for this
phenomenon. Its so Simple but people have a tough time accepting it.
Answer: Because TPM stands for and promotes Lies
Just as Darkness cannot stand Light, So is the case with Lies. Lies cannot stand the Truth. We
are putting just Plain truth on this website. People who love the truth has been accepting it
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since we began it.
They need not Fear if they have the Truth. They should be able to stand any scrutiny knowing
they are on the right side.
Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. He was a murderer
from the beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he
speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own, for he is a liar and the father of it.
John 8:44

TPM
leadership Fear People thinking for themselves. Therefore, they want to block out all sources
of information which will make them think other than the oﬃcial line of teaching. TPM
Believers are programmed in such a way that they feel guilty of knowing anything diﬀerent
from what the clergy says. They are forbidden to think for themselves when it comes to their
spirituality but must blindly accept anything the organization teaches.
They know that an INFORMED TPMer will soon become and EX-TPMer.
The Internet represents freedom of information. When TPMers read anything other than the
propaganda TPM puts out, they can see truthful gaping holes in their theology. In other
words, the Leadership has learned that almost every time any TPMer begins to cross-examine
the organizational doctrines(presented as deeper truths), their speed of departure is directly
proportionate to their personal honesty towards the facts of history.
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Dear Reader,
Its time to face the facts. Admit and deal with the truth, even if it hurts. Don’t run away from
it. By doing so, you are just deceiving yourselves.

0
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